
Unit 1. Vocabulary 1. Phrasal verbs with go and get  
 

Task: For questions 1–15, complete these phrasal verbs with go and get using a suitable particle. 

Use the particles below to help you. 

back on    round         through with      in for     in with     along with     down with      

down         without         at         back at         up to         over         out of          in on 

1 After the recent drought in the area there is hardly enough food to go _________________ . 

2 After giving the matter much consideration, we decided not to go  _______________ the project. 

3 I can't believe you're telling me that David has changed his mind. He would never 

go  _______________ his word. 

4 The Olympics don't interest me in the least. I've never really gone ________________ sports of 

any kind. 

5 I don't always agree with what Michael says but I went ____________ what he was suggesting 

at the meeting yesterday. 

6 The band gave vigorous performance from their latest album which went  __________ 

exceptionally well with the audience. 

7 I didn't have much money back then to set up the business on my own so I went  _________some 

friends to spread the costs. 

8 I don't feel so good. I think I'm going  ____________ something. 

9 Parents try to give their children everything they need, even if they themselves have to 

go _________________. 

10 She spoke so fast that it took me a couple of minutes to twig what she was 

getting _________________, but I finally understood . 

11 The business is so profitable that professional producers are trying to 

get ________________ the action with their own amateur videos. 

12 How can we get _________________ going to the party on Sunday? I really don't fancy it. 

13 I can't get __________________ how much the area has changed in the last few years. 

14 What exactly did you get ___________ last night? I thought you'd decided to stay in but there 

was no answer when I phoned. 

15 I'll never forgive Susan for what she did. I'll get _________________ her somehow or other. 

 

 

 

 

 


